
Lesson 10: Soto Zen School 
 

 

Soto or Caodong Zen School is a school of the five major school of Zen from China, like 

Rinzai Zen School, it is the second predominant Zen school in the West.   It was 

established by Dongshan Liangjie in the 9
th

 century and brought from China to Japan in 

the 13 century by Dogen Zenji. 

 

Shikantaza, or “silent illumination” a specialized approach to Zazen which means 

“just sitting” is the practice of Soto Zen. 

 

Soto Zen practice is considered a “farmer’s class” Zen in Japan because of mass appeal to 

working class than Rinzai Zen, which has a upper class appeal in style and practice.  

Rinzai is warrior or samurai Zen while Soto is the regular folks Zen. 

 

Soto and Rinzai Zen practices are somewhat similar.    

 

Rinzai emphasizes on Koan study before Shikantaza whereas Soto just emphasizes on 

Shikantaza.   

 

Zazen is taught 3 ways: 

1. Concentration – grounding the mind using the breath or an object of concentration 

(ie. Counting breath). 

2. Koan Introspection – question without logical answers which breaks the mind 

barriers. 

3. Shikantaza (just sitting) – observing reality and discovery of inner awareness 

without object of concentration. 

Soto emphasizes Just Sitting, while Rinzai emphasize Koan Introspection. 

 

Sesshin – means gathering of peace in mind is a period of intensive meditation in temples 

or seclusion.   Most Sesshin are done in the West likened to an intensive retreat period 

where there are periods which students sit, then receive dharma talk, and have private 

meeting with the teacher ( or dokusan).    Several sittings of about 30-50 minutes long 

sitting with breaks for talks, light meals and private meeting with teacher is carried out 

through out the day.   Sleep is kept to acceptable minimum.     Sesshin can last a few days 

to months, depending on organization and individual practice.   It could be done in 

groups or reclusively alone.    Many Zen masters in the past retreated to the mountains to 

meditate alone with their teachers for months or years in seclusions. 

 

Zazen practice is said to be similar to that of Vipassana with more direct by-pass to the 

pure Vipassana practice (just grounding in presence) such as “dry insight” as taught by 

Mahashi Sawyadaw the famous monk of Burma who taught the many famous present day 

western teachers of the west at Spirit Rock.   So Vipassana and Zen have same goal and 



same destination, but approached a little differently at the beginning of the practice.   Zen 

skipped a lot of the stages of practice which Vipassana teaches to build awareness. 

 

There are no “best” methods, just whatever works for each particular person at any 

particular time to progress.    

 

Dokusan - Private meeting with teacher is held for the benefit of the student, it is very 

intimate and extremely intensive.  People who don’t have a regular and intensive practice 

need not apply, since it would not be of any use to do so.   The style the teacher teaches 

can varies but mostly are piercing through to the student’s progress.   “Dharma combat” 

is a type of dokusan called shosan, like a challenge from the teacher for student’s 

progress which is made famous by Korean Zen Master Seung Sahn.    

 

Shosan – or dharma combat is a style of combative technique which an exchange is 

initiated when a master issues a challenge to members either individually or as a group.  

Or shock and or sudden method is used to wake up the student to no mind.  The master 

will use confrontation as an emotionally charged tool to push a student into immediate 

realization.   The Rinzai School use this Dokusan style more often than Soto School.   

This is why Rinzai school is associated with the bamboo stick that hit students into 

realization. 

 

Soto School is more subdued and does not forcibly use this method in Dokusan.    

 

Over all, in review of the three major Zen school which we have learned, they are some 

what similar in practice and all their methods can be utilized by students to find 

awakening.   

 

Next week I will talk about how the practice of Zen, the goal of Kensho is incomplete 

without the supporting guidance of the six paramitas serving as the foundation for 

practice. 

 

In Mahayana Buddhism, the Lotus Sutra (Saddharmapundarika), lists the Six Perfections 

as (original terms in Sanskrit): 

1. Dāna paramita: generosity, giving of oneself (in Chinese and Japanese, 

布施波羅蜜; in Wylie Tibetan, sbyin pa) 

2. Śīla paramita : virtue, morality, discipline, proper conduct (持戒波羅蜜; tshul 

khrims) 

3. Kṣānti (kshanti) paramita : patience, tolerance, forbearance, acceptance, 

endurance (忍辱波羅蜜, bzod pa) 

4. Vīrya paramita : energy, diligence, vigor, effort (精進波羅蜜, brtson ’grus) 

5. Dhyāna paramita : one-pointed concentration, contemplation (禪定波羅蜜, bsam 

gtan) 

6. Prajñā paramita : wisdom, insight (智慧波羅蜜, shes rab) 



Note that this list is also mentioned by the Theravada commentator Dhammapala, who 

says it is equivalent to the above list of ten.
[9]

 

In the Ten Stages (Dasabhumika) Sutra, four more Paramitas are listed: 

7. Upāya paramita: skillful means 

8. Praṇidhāna (pranidhana) paramita: vow, resolution, aspiration, determination 

9. Bala paramita: spiritual power 

10. Jñāna paramita: knowledge 

 

 

 


